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Abstract

In recent years, a number of indirect data collection methodologies have lead to

the proliferation of uncertain data. Such data points are often represented in the form

of a probabilistic function, since the corresponding deterministic value is not known.

This increases the challenge of mining and managing uncertain data, since the precise

behavior of the underlying data is no longer known. In this paper, we provide a survey

of uncertain data mining and management applications. In the field of uncertain data

management, we will examine traditional methods such as join processing, query pro-

cessing, selectivity estimation, OLAP queries, and indexing. In the field of uncertain

data mining, we will examine traditional mining problems such as classification and

clustering. We will also examine a general transform based technique for mining un-

certain data. We discuss the models for uncertain data, and how they can be leveraged

in a variety of applications. We discuss different methodologies to process and mine

uncertain data in a variety of forms.



1 Introduction

In recent years, many advanced technologies have been developed to store and record large

quantities of data continuously. In many cases, the data may contain errors or may be only

partially complete. For example, sensor networks typically create large amounts of uncertain

data sets. In other cases, the data points may correspond to objects which are only vaguely

specified, and are therefore considered uncertain in their representation. Similarly, surveys

and imputation techniques create data which is uncertain in nature. This has created a need

for uncertain data management algorithms and applications.

In uncertain data management, data records are represented by probability distributions

rather than deterministic values. Therefore, a data record is represented by the correspond-

ing parameters of a multi-dimensional probability distribution. Some examples in which

uncertain data management techniques are relevant are as follows:

• The uncertainty may be a result of the limitations of the underlying equipment. For

example, the output of sensor networks is often uncertain. This is because of the noise

in sensor inputs or errors in wireless transmission.

• In many cases such as demographic data sets, only partially aggregated data sets are

available. Thus, each aggregated record is actually a probability distribution.

• In privacy-preserving data mining applications, the data is perturbed in order to pre-

serve the sensitivity of attribute values. In some cases, probability density functions

of the records may be available.

• In some cases, data attributes are constructed using statistical methods such as fore-

casting or imputation. In such cases, the underlying uncertainty in the derived data

can be estimated accurately from the underlying methodology.

• A very large class of uncertain data mining applications is that of missing data [43].

This particular subclass has been studied extensively in the literature. A missing data

entry may either be modeled as a probabilistic distribution after imputation, or it may

be modeled as a data entry with a pre-defined error.
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• In many mobile applications, the trajectory of the objects may be unknown. In fact,

many spatio-temporal applications are inherently uncertain, since the future behavior

of the data can be predicted only approximately.

The field of uncertain data management poses a number of unique challenges on several

fronts. The two broad issues are those of modeling the uncertain data, and then leveraging it

to work with a variety of applications. A number of issues and working models for uncertain

data have been discussed in [22]. The second issue is that of adapting data management

and mining applications to work with the uncertain data. Some examples of applications in

which uncertain data mining techniques are relevant are as follows:

• Modeling of Uncertain Data: A key issue is the process of modeling the uncertain data

for query processing.

• Query Processing: In this case, we wish to determine the probabilistic responses to a

variety of queries. Such queries can be range queries, similarity queries, or trajectory

queries in mobile objects.

• Uncertain Data Mining: The results of data mining applications are affected by the

underlying uncertainty in the data. For example, the results of applications such as

clustering and classification are skewed by the uncertainty in the underlying data.

Therefore, it is critical to design data mining techniques which can take such uncer-

tainty into account during the computations.

In the next sections, we will discuss the various issues involved in mining and managing

uncertain data. We will discuss traditional database management problems such as OLAP,

query processing, join processing, indexing and selectivity estimation. We will also discuss

techniques for a number of data mining problems such as clustering and classification. We

will also discuss a general transform-based technique for mining and managing uncertain

data applications.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will examine the issue of un-

certain data representation and modeling. In section 3, we will examine a number of data
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management algorithms for uncertain data. We specifically examine the problems of query

processing, indexing, selectivity estimation, OLAP, and join processing. A number of min-

ing algorithms for uncertain data are discussed in section 4. We examine the clustering and

classification problem as well as a general approach to mining uncertain data. Section 5

contains the conclusions and summary.

2 Uncertain Data Representation and Modeling

The problem of modeling uncertain data has been studied extensively in the literature [1,

33, 32, 36, 57]. We would like to distinguish between incomplete databases and probabilistic

data, since the latter is a more specific definition which creates database models with crisp

probabilistic quantifications. A database that provides incomplete information consists of

a set of possible instances. A general model is the “possible worlds model” discussed in

[1]. The “possible worlds” semantics assumes that the probability of presence of a tuple

in the databases affects the probability of presence or absence of another tuple and vice-

versa. Thus, we often refer to each possible state of the entire database as a possible world.

Such restrictions are often represented by rules which enforce the relationships between the

behavior of the different tuples. Since there are often an exponential number of possibilities

in representing the database, such an representational approach is often difficult to use from

a practical or application point of view. Therefore, a key problem in uncertain databases

is to construct a formalism which can be interpreted as a “possible worlds model” but is

also friendly to use of a variety of data management and mining applications. One such

complete formalism is the intensional database in which we work with the underlying events

which create the uncertainty. Thus, the underlying events are uncertain in nature, and the

uncertainty in the attribute values are derived from these events. From an application point

of view, such an approach can sometimes be challenging, since it requires us to work with

combinations of events which can be very large. In a practical sense, we often work with

incomplete formalisms. One such commonly used formalism is one in which each tuple is

independent, and we focus on the uncertainty only at the attribute level. Such a formalism

is incomplete, since we are not capturing all possible worlds with the use of independent
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tuples. Furthermore, one needs to be careful in the application of such a formalism, since

it may result in inconsistency. For example, in a spatio-temporal database, the same object

cannot be in multiple localities at the same time. Therefore, if the database is represented

in terms of positional tuples, one needs to check for consistency of tuples within a given

temporal locality.

In many cases, the information about the set of possible instances is quantified with the

use of probability distributions. Thus, the set of possible values taken on by a variable can

be quantified with the use of a probability distribution. Such databases are referred to as

probabilistic databases. Therefore, a probabilistic databases is defined [32] as follows:

Definition 2.1 A probabilistic-information database is a finite probability space whose out-

comes are all the set of possible pairs (X , p), such that
∑

I∈X p(I) = 1.

We note that the above representation uses a discrete representation of the uncertainty.

The direct specification of such databases is unrealistic, since we would need an exponential

number of instances in order to represent the table. Therefore, the natural solution is to

construct simplified probabilistic tables which can be easily used for data mining and data

management purposes.

Probabilistic ?-tables [28, 41] are a simple way of representing probabilistic data. In this

case, we model the probability that a particular tuple is present in the database. Thus,

the probability of a particular instantiation of the database can be defined as the product

of the probabilities of the corresponding set of tuples to be present in the database with

the product of the probabilities of the complementary set of tuples to not be present in the

database.

A closely related probabilistic representation is that of probabilistic or-set tables. While

the probabilistic ?-table is concerned with the presence or absence of a particular tuple, the p-

or-set table is concerned with modeling the probabilistic behavior of each attribute for a tuple

that we know to be present in the database. In this case, each attribute is represented as an

“or” over various possibilities along with corresponding probability values. An instantiation

of the database is constructed by picking each outcome for an attribute independently. The
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Probview model presented in [41] is a kind of or-set table. The only significant difference is

that the ProbView model uses confidence values instead of probabilities.

The probabilistic c-table is closely related to the probabilistic or-set tables. In this case,

the probabilistic c-table consists of a c table T together with a finite probability space dom(x)

for each variable x that occurs in T .

A number of interesting properties of such databases are discussed in [28, 41, 64]. We further

note that the above discussion is useful for the point of database formalism. Most data mining

or query processing applications work with attribute-uncertainty models in each attribute

value is represented by a discrete or continuous probability distribution, depending upon

the data domain. Some applications [3] on continuous data may even work with statistical

parameters such as the underlying variance of the corresponding attribute value. Thus, from

an application point of view, the uncertainty may be represented in different ways, which may

not always conform to a database-centric view of things. Furthermore, uncertain databases

are often designed with specific application goals in mind. Our discussions above can be

summarized in terms of the major classes of uncertainty that most applications work with.

Broadly, most applications work on two kinds of uncertainty: (1) Existential Uncertainty:

This is the most general case, and reflects the behavior of the “possible worlds” model. In this

case, a tuple may or may not exist in the database, and the presence and absence of one tuple

may affect the probability of the presence or absence of another tuple in the database. In

some cases, the tuple independence assumption is used, according to which the probabilities

of presence of the different tuples are independent of one another. Furthermore, there may

be constraints which correspond to mutual exclusivity of certain tuples in the database. (2)

Attribute Level Uncertainty: This is a more restricted model in which the number of

tuples and their modeling have already been determined. The uncertainty of the individual

attributes are modeled by a probability density function, or other statistical parameters such

as the variance. We note that attribute level uncertainty is inherently easier to handle than

existential uncertainty and may be sufficient for many practical problems.

Recently, uncertain data models have also been extended to semi-structured and XML data.

Some of the earliest work on probabilistic semi-structured data may be found in [51]. XML
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data poses numerous unique challenges. Since XML is structured, it is important to assign

and interpret probabilities naturally for structurally related elements. Furthermore, element

probabilities could occur at multiple levels and nested probabilities within a subtree must

be considered. Furthermore, incomplete data should be handled gracefully since one may

not insist on having complete probability distributions. In order to handle the issue that

there can be nesting of XML elements, we associate probabilities with the attribute values

of elements in an indirect way. The approach is to modify the schema in XML so as to

make any attribute into a subelement. Thus, these new elements can be handled by the

probabilistic system. Another unique issue in the case of XML data is that the probabilities

in an ancestor-descendent chain are related probabilistically. We note that in the most

general case, this can lead to issues of computational intractability. The approach in [51] is

to model some classes of dependence (eg. mutual exclusion) which are useful and efficient to

model. The work in [51] also designs techniques for a restricted class of queries on the data.

Another interesting approach to probabilistic XML data construction has been discussed in

[37]. In this technique, we construct probabilistic XML trees in order to model the structural

behavior of the data. The uncertainty in a probabilistic tree is modeled by introducing

two kinds of nodes (1) Probability nodes, which enumerate all possibilities. (2) Possibility

nodes, which have an associated probability. The uncertainty in the different kinds of nodes

is modeled with the use of the kind function, that assigns node kinds. Furthermore, we

use a prob function which assigns probabilities to nodes. The query evaluation technique

enumerates all possible worlds in a recursive manner. These enumerated worlds are then

used in order to respond to the query. Other related work on XML data representation and

modeling may be found in [26, 63].

A number of recent projects have designed uncertain databases around specific application

requirements. For example, the Conquer project [2, 29] introduced query rewriting algo-

rithms to extract clean and consistent answers from unclean data under possible worlds

semantics. Methods are also proposed to derive probabilities of uncertain items. One of

the key aspects of the Conquer project is that it permits real time and dynamic data clean-

ing in such a way that clean and consistent answers may be obtained for queries. Another

example of such a database is the Orion project [16, 19] which presents query processing
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and indexing techniques in order to manage uncertainty over continuous intervals. Such

application-specific databases are designed for their corresponding domain, and are not very

effective in extracting information from “possible worlds” semantics.

A recent and interesting line of models for uncertain data is derived from the Trio project

[10, 47, 22] at Stanford University. This work introduces the concept of ULDB (Uncertainty-

Lineage Database), which is a database with both uncertainty and lineage. We note that the

introduction of lineage as a first-class concept within the database is a novel concept which

is useful in a variety of applications such as query-processing. The basic idea in lineage is

that we keep track of the sources from which the data was acquired and also keep track of

its influence in the database. Thus, database with lineage can link the query results (or the

results from any potential application) to the source from which they were derived. The

probabilistic influence of the data source on the final result is an important factor which

should be accounted for in data management applications. Thus, data (or results) which are

found to be unreliable are discarded.

3 Uncertain Data Management Applications

In this section, we will discuss the design of a number of data management applications

with uncertain data. These include applications such as query processing, Online Analytical

Processing, selectivity estimation, indexing, and join processing. We will provide an overview

of the application models and algorithms in this section.

3.1 Query Processing of Uncertain Data

In traditional database management, queries are typically represented as SQL expressions

which are then executed on the database according to a query plan. As we will see, the

incorporation of probabilistic information has considerable effects on the correctness and

computability of the query plan. One of the earliest techniques for adding probabilistic in-

formation into query evaluation was discussed in [28]. This model is a generalization of the

standard relational model. In this model, probabilistic relations are treated as generaliza-
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tions of deterministic relations. Thus, even though deterministic models allow binary tuple

weights, probabilistic relations allow tuple weights which can vary between 0 and 1. The

basic operators of relational algebra are modified in order to take the weights into account

during query processing. Thus, while applying an operator of the relational algebra, the

weights of the result tuples are computed as a function of the tuple weights in the argument

relation. This approach is referred to as that of extensional semantics. Another approach

which is based on Dempster-Shafer theory was presented in [42]. Note that the extensional

semantics approach is mostly useful for simple expressions. When the relations are more

complicated or nested, there may be dependencies in the underlying query results, which

cannot be evaluated easily. An example discussed in [28] considers a query in which we

are asking for records which belong to either the database DB or IR. This query can be

expressed as µ ∈ (DB − IR)) ∪ (µ ∈ (IR − DB)). Thus, a query plan which computes

the probabilities of the two subexpressions µ ∈ (DB − IR) and µ ∈ (IR − DB) would be

incorrect if it assumes independence of the expressions corresponding to µ ∈ (DB− IR) and

µ ∈ (IR−DB).

Probabilistic reasoning which is based on intensional semantics overcomes this problem with

the use of tree-like structures of inferences. In the example discussed above, it is known that

the expressions are disjoint, and are therefore the corresponding probabilities of (DB − IR)

and (IR − DB) can be added. In general, extensional semantics yields results which are

consistent with probability theory for tree-like (disjoint) structures of inferences. Note that

if we had simply represented the expression as (µ ∈ DB)∪ (µ ∈ IR), there would be no way

to combine the probabilities from the resulting subexpressions effectively. Therefore, the

key is to develop a probabilistic relational algebra with intensional semantics which always

yields correct results. An immediate consequence of the use of intensional semantics in

query planning is that there is exponential increase in the computational requirements with

complexity of queries. It has been shown in [20] that certain queries have #P -complete data

complexity under probabilistic semantics.

Clearly, a method is required to reduce the query evaluation complexity in relational databases.

Therefore, a technique proposed in [20] designs a technique in which a correct extensional
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plan is available. We note that since the problem is $P -complete, a correct extensional plan

is not always available. Howeber many queries which occur in practice do admit a correct

extensional plan. According to [20], 8 out of 10 TPC/H queries fall into this category.

For queries which do not admit a correct extensional plan, two techniques are proposed to

construct results which yield approximately correct answers. A fast heuristic is designed

which can avoid large errors, and a more expensive sampling based Monte-Carlo algorithm

is designed which is more expensive, but can guarantee arbitrarily small errors. In addi-

tion, the technique in [20] also extends the solution to the case of uncertain predicates on

deterministic data. A different imprecision model is discussed in [21] in which we use only

the statistics on the data and explicit probabilities at the data sources. It is shown in [21]

that such imprecisions can be modeled by a certain kind of probabilistic databases with

complex tuples correlations. The method in [20] is then used in order to rewrite the queries

for effective query resolution. We note that the work in [20] assumes tuple independence

which is often not the case for probabilistic database. In the event that “possible worlds”

semantics are used, the algorithms for query processing become much more difficult, since

one needs to maintain consistency over the query answers. This problem is also related to

that of determining consistent query answers in inconsistent databases [6].

While the work in [20] assumes tuple independence, this may not always be the case in many

practical applications. For example, data from sensors [23] may be highly correlated both in

terms of space and time. Furthermore, even if we assume that the tuples are independent

many intermediate results of queries may contain complex correlations. For examples, even

the simple operator of performing a join is not closed under tuple independence. In [58], a

technique has been proposed on querying correlated tuples with the use of statistical mod-

eling techniques. The method in [58] constructs a uniform framework which expresses and

uncertainties and dependencies through the use of joint probability distributions. The query

evaluation problem on probabilistic database is cast as an inference problem in probabilistic

graphical models [27]. Probabilistic graphical models form a powerful class of approaches

which can compactly represent and reason about complex dependency patterns involving

large numbers of correlated random variables. The main idea in the use of this approach

is the use of factored representations for modeling the correlations. A variety of algorithms
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may then be used on the probabilistic graphical model, and the exact choice of algorithm

depends upon the requirements for accuracy and speed.

A related query is the top-k query in which we wish to find the top-k answers for a particular

query. The top-k ranking is based on some scoring function in deterministic applications.

However, in uncertain applications, such a clean definition does not exist, since the process

of reporting a tuple in a top-k answer does not depend only on its score, but also on its

membership probability. A further challenge is to use possible worlds semantics which can

allow complex correlations among tuples in the database. In order to deal with the issue of

possible worlds semantics, the technique in [59] uses generation rules which are logical for-

mulas that determine valid worlds. The interplay of the possible worlds semantics with top-k

queries requires the careful re-definition of the semantics for the query itself. For example,

consider the case of a radar-controlled traffic system [59], in which the radar readings may

be in error because of multiple sources of uncertainty such as interference from high voltage

lines and human identification mistakes. Some examples of deterministic top-k queries are

as follows:

• Determine the top-k speeding cars in the last hour.

• Determine a ranking over the models of the top-k speeding cars.

While these queries are clear in the deterministic case, they need to be reformulated for the

case of uncertain and imprecise data. For example, all responses to the queries need to be

defined in valid possible worlds in order to avoid answers inconsistent with generation rules

and other database constraints. Furthermore, in the second query, we may be after the top-k

queries in a most probable worlds. The interaction between the “most probable” and the

“top-k” results in different possible interpretations of uncertain top-k queries:

• The top-k tuples in the “most probable” world.

• The “most probable top-k” tuples that belong to valid possible worlds.

• The set of “most probable top-ith” tuples across all possible worlds, where i = 1 . . . k.
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We note that the interpretations of the queries above involve both ranking and aggregations

across possible worlds. The work in [59] models uncertain top-k queries as a state space search

problem, and introduces several space navigation algorithms with optimality guarantees on

the number of accessed tuples in order to find the most probable top-k answers. In order to

model the state space probabilities, a Rule Engine is used, which is responsible for computing

the state-space probabilities. This Rule Engine can be modeled in the form of a Bayesian

Network [27]. The work in [59] also creates a framework for integrating space navigation

algorithms and data access methods leveraging existing DBMS technologies. One key result

presented in [59] is that among all sequential access methods, the retrieval of tuples in the

order of their scores leads to the least possible number of accessed tuples to answer uncertain

top-k queries.

One interesting data model for query processing is that of the OLAP model. The queries

which are most relevant to the OLAP setting are aggregation queries, in which we attempt

to aggregate a particular function of the data on a part of the data cube. The earliest work

in the aggregation setting was discussed in [14, 44, 55, 56]. Much of this work does not relate

directly to OLAP queries in the sense that while they provide aggregation functions, they do

not use the domain hierarchies which are inherent in the OLAP environment. The earliest

work in the OLAP setting was discussed in [49], which considers the semantics of aggregate

queries in an uncertain environment. However this technique does not consider uncertainty

or investigate criteria which shed light on appropriate query semantics.

In [12], a crisp set of criteria has been identified in order to handle ambiguity. This criteria

are then used in a principled manner in order to arrive at appropriate semantics for queries.

The criteria which are identified in [12] are as follows:

• Consistency: This criteria discusses the concept of consistency from the OLAP per-

spective. This accounts for the relationship between similar queries which are issued

at related nodes in a domain hierarchy in order to meet users’ intuitive expectations

as they navigate up and down the hierarchy.

• Faithfulness: This captures the notion that more precise data should lead to more

accurate results.
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• Correlation-Preservation: This requires that the statistical properties of the data

should not be affected by the allocation of ambiguous data records.

In order to model the uncertainty, the work in [12] relaxes the restriction that the dimension

attributes must be assigned leaf-level values from the domain hierarchy. For example, we

can denote that a repair took place in Texas without specifying a city explicitly. This has

implications for how queries are answered: if a query aggregates repair costs in Austin,

should the example repair be included, and how? The second extension is to introduce a

new measure attribute which represents uncertainty. This is in the form of a probability

distribution function over the base domain. Two broad approaches are proposed in [12] in

order to deal with these different kinds of uncertainty:

• Query Allocation: In this case, data which is assigned to higher levels of the hierarchy

needs to be allocated to lower level leaf nodes by partial assignment. This partial

assignment is captured by the weights on the assignment to nodes of different level.

For response consistency, it is reasonable to expect that this assignment should be

query independent.

• Aggregating Uncertain Measures: In this case, the query needs to aggregate

over different probability density functions. The problem of aggregating pdfs is closely

related to a problem studied in the statistics literature, which is that of opinion pooling

[31]. The opinion-pooling problem is to form a consensus opinion from a given set of

opinions θ. The set of opinions as well as the consensus opinion are presented as pdfs

over a discrete domain O.

The work in [12] also allows a possible-worlds interpretation of a database D containing

imprecise facts, as a prelude to defining query semantics. If an imprecise fact r maps onto

a region R of cells, then each cell in R represents a possible completion of r that eliminates

the imprecision in r. More details may be found in [12].
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3.2 Indexing Uncertain Data

The problem of indexing uncertain data arises frequently in the context of several application

domains such as moving trajectories or sensor data. In such cases, the data is updated only

periodically in the index, and therefore the current attribute values cannot be known exactly;

they can only be estimated. There are many different kinds of queries which can be resolved

with the use of index structures:

• Range Queries: In range queries, we attempt to find all the objects in a given range.

Since the objects are uncertain, their exact positions cannot be known, and hence

their membership in the range also cannot be known deterministically. Therefore, a

probability value is associated for each object to belong to a range. We retain all the

objects whose probability of membership lies above a certain threshold.

• Nearest Neighbor Queries: In nearest neighbor queries, we attempt to determine

the objects with the least expected nearest neighbor distance to the target. An alter-

native way of formulating the probabilistic nearest neighbor query is in terms of the

non-zero probability that a given object is the nearest neighbor to the target.

• Aggregate Queries: In such queries, we attempt to determine the aggregate statistics

from queries such as the sum or the max. Aggregate queries are inherently more difficult

than other kinds of queries such as range or nearest neighbor queries because we also

have to account for the interplay of different objects.

In [16], a broad classification of the queries has been provided. Queries can often be classified

depending upon the nature of the answers. An entity-based query returns a set of objects

that satisfy the condition of the query. A value-based query returns a single value, examples

of which include the querying of the value of a particular dimension, or computing some sta-

tistical function of a set of objects satisfying query constraints (eg. average, max). Another

property which can be used to classify queries is whether or not aggregation is involved.

In [16], broad classes of query processing techniques have been discussed for each of these

different kinds of queries.
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A related application for indexing and querying imprecise data is that of moving object envi-

ronments [19]. In such environments, it is infeasible for the database tracking the movement

of the objects to store the exact locations of the objects at all times. The location of an

object is known with certainty only at the time of the update. Between two updates, the

uncertainty of the location increases till the next update. The error in answers to queries

can be controlled by limiting the level of uncertainty.

Several specific models of uncertainty are possible for the case of moving objects. One

popular model for uncertainty is that, at any point in time, the moving object is within a

certain distance d of its last reported position. If the object moves further than this distance,

it reports its new location, and relocates its anchor point to the new reported position. Other

models for uncertainty may assume specific patterns of movement such as that in a straight

line. In such cases, the objects are assumed to lie in an interval along a straight line. In the

case of [19], the uncertainty of a moving point is characterized in a fairly general way.

Definition 3.1 An uncertainty region Ui(t) of an object Oi at time t is a closed region such

that Oi can be found only in this region.

Definition 3.2 The uncertainty density function fi(x, y, t) is the probability density function

of the object Oi at location (x, y) and time t. This uncertainty function has a value of 0

outside Ui(t).

We note that this is a fairly general model of uncertainty in that it does not assume any

specific behavior of the object inside Ui(t).

Aside from the standard range query, the work in [19] also tackles the probabilistic near-

est neighbor query. In the probabilistic nearest neighbor query, we determine probabilistic

candidates for the nearest neighbor of a given target along with corresponding probability

values.

The process of responding to a probabilistic range query is fairly straightforward. In this

case, we simply integrate the probability density function over the entire range of the query.

All objects for which this probability value lies above a certain threshold are reported.
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The technique for processing a probabilistic nearest neighbor query involves evaluating the

probability of each object being closest to the query point. One of the key challenges of the

nearest neighbor query is that unlike the probabilistic range query, we cannot determine the

probability for an object independent of the other points. The solution basically comprises

the steps of projection, pruning, bounding and evaluation. These steps are summarized as

follows:

• Projection: In this phase, the uncertainty region of each moving object is computed

based on the uncertainty model used by the application. The shapes of the uncertainty

regions are determined by the uncertainty model used, the last recorded position of

the object Oi, the time elapsed since the last update, and the maximum speeds of the

objects.

• Pruning Phase: This allows us to explicitly prune some of the objects without having

to go through the expensive process of computing nearest neighbor probabilities. For

example, if the shortest distance of the target to one uncertain region is greater than

the corresponding longest distance of the target to another region, then we can easily

prune the former. Therefore, the key to the algorithm is to find f , the minimum of

the longest distances of the uncertainty regions from the target q. Then, we eliminate

any object for which the shortest distance to the target q is larger than f .

• Bounding Phase: The pruning can be extended to portions of uncertainty regions

which cannot be completely pruned. For each element, there is no need to examine

all portions of the uncertainty region. We only have to look at the regions that are

located no farther than f from the target point q. This can be conceptually achieved by

drawing a bounding circle C of radius f centered at q. Any portion of the uncertainty

region outside C can be ignored.

• Evaluation Phase: In this phase, we calculate for each object, the probability that it

is indeed the nearest neighbor to the target O. The solution is based on the fact that

the probability of an object o being the nearest neighbor with distance r to the target

q is given by the probability of o being at a distance r from q times the probability
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that every other object is at a distance r or larger from q. This value can then be

integrated over different values of r.

A related work in [15] proposes the concept of probabilistic threshold queries. In such queries,

we attempt to determine all objects whose behavior satisfies certain conditions with a min-

imum probability. The formal definition is as follows:

Definition 3.3 Given a closed interval [a, b] where a, b ∈ R and a ≤ b, a probabilistic

threshold query returns a set of tuples Ti, such that the probability Ti · a is inside [a, b],

denoted by pi, is greater than or equal to p, where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.

Thus, a probabilistic threshold query can be treated as a range query, which operates on

probabilistic uncertainty information, and returns items whose probabilities of satisfying the

query exceed p.

A number of index structures have been proposed in [15] in order to resolve this query. A

naive way of evaluating the query is to first find all the tuples whose uncertainty intervals

have some overlap with the corresponding range. Once these tuples have been determined,

the corresponding probability of intersection can be determined in a straightforward way.

In order to find all the tuples which intersect over a given range, we will need to build an

index structure over different intervals, and apply a range search over the index for the pre-

specified interval. This can unfortunately be quite inefficient. The second problem is that

of the probability of each element in the data needs to be evaluated. If many items overlap

with the specified interval, but only a few have probability of inclusion greater than p, then

this can be quite inefficient.

A different solution proposed in [15] is referred to as Probability Threshold Indexing. This

index structure is essentially based on a modification of a 1-dimensional R-Tree, where

probability information is augmented to its internal nodes in order to facilitate pruning. In

a traditional R-Tree, a range query is resolved by examining only those nodes of the tree

which intersect with the user-specified range. This idea can be generalized by constructing

tighter bounds (called x-bounds) than the Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) of each
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node. Let Mj denote the MBR/uncertainty interval represented by the jth node of an

R-Tree, ordered by pre-order traversal. Then, the x-bound of Mj is defined as follows:

Definition 3.4 An x-bound of an MBR/ uncertainty interval Mj is a pair of lines, namely

left-x-bound (denoted by Mj l̇b(x)) and right-x-bound (denoted by Mj ṙb(x)). Every interval

[Li, Ri] contained in this MBR is guaranteed to have a probability of at most x (where 0 ≤
x ≤ 1) of being left of the left-x-bound and of being right of the right-x-bound.

We note that this kind of bound is a generalization of the concept of the Minimum Bounding

Rectangle. This is because the MBR of an internal node can be viewed as a 0-bound. This

is because it guarantees that all intervals in the node are contained in it with probability 1.

The purpose of storing the information of the x-bound of a node is to avoid investigating

the contents of a node. This saves I/O costs during index exploration. The presence of the

x-bound allows us to decide whether an internal node contains any qualifying MBRs without

further probing into the subtrees of this node. Let p be the threshold probability for the

query. The two necessary pruning conditions (both conditions must hold) for node Mj to be

pruned with the use of the x-bound are as follows:

• Mj can be pruned if [a, b] does not intersect left-x-bound or right-x-bound of Mj i.e.

either b < Mj l̇b(x) or a > Mj ṙb(x).

• p ≥ x

In the event that the above conditions do not hold, the internal contents of node Mj are

examined and further exploration of the tree is resumed. It has been shown in [15] that

the probability threshold query (PTQ) index is quite efficient when the threshold p is fixed

a-priori across all queries. When the threshold p varies, then the index continues to be

experimentally efficient on the average, though the actual behavior mat vary quite a bit

across different queries.

A method for indexing uncertain categorical data has been discussed in [61]. The definition

used in [61] for the categorical data domain is as follows:
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Definition 3.5 Given a discrete categorical domain D = {d1 . . . dN}, an uncertain discrete

attribute (UDA) u is a probability distribution over D. It can be represented by the probability

vector u.P = {p1 . . . pN} such that Pr(u = di) = u.pi.

The probability that two uncertain attribute values are equal can be computed by calculating

the corresponding equality probability over all possible uncertain values. Therefore, we have:

Observation 3.1 Given two UDAs u and v, the probability that they are equal is given by

Pr(u = v) =
∑N

i=1 u.piXv.pi.

Analogous to the notion of equality of value is distributional similarity. The distance function

may be defined in terms of the L1 function, the L2 function, or the Kullback-Leibler distance

function. The kinds of queries resolved by the technique in [61] are as follows:

• Probabilistic Equality Query (PEQ): Given an Uncertain Discrete Attribute (UDA)

q, and a relation R with a UDA a, the query returns all tuples t from R along with

probability values, such that the probability value Pr(q = t.a) ≥ 0.

• Probabilistic Equality Threshold Query (PETQ): Given a UDA q, a relation R

with UDA a, and a threshold τ , τ ≥ 0. The answer to the query is all tuples t from R

such that Pr(q = t.a) ≥ τ .

• Distributional Similarity Threshold Query (DSTQ): Given a UDA q, a relation

R with UDA a, a threshold τd, and a divergence function F , DSTQ returns all tuples

t from R such that F (q, t.a) ≤ τd.

• Probabilistic Equality Threshold Join (PETJ): Given two uncertain relations

R,S, both with UDAs a, b respectively; relation R 1Ra=Sb,τ S consists of all pairs of

tuples r, s from R,S respectively, such that Pr(r.a = s.b) ≥ τ .

In [61] two separate index structures are proposed in order to resolve the queries on categor-

ical uncertain data. The first index is the probabilistic inverted index. In the probabilistic

inverted index, for each value in the categorical domain, we store a list of the tuple-ids which
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have a non-zero probability of taking on that particular value. Along with each tuple-id, we

also store this probability value. The inner lists containing the tuple-ds are often organized

as a dynamic structure such as the B-Tree in order to facilitate insertions and deletions. As

in any inverted index, the insertion and deletion are extremely straightforward. We only

need to determine the corresponding list(s), and insert or delete the corresponding tuple-id.

The inverted index can be used in conjunction with various pruning techniques in order to

answer probabilistic equality threshold queries. The first step is to determine all the tuples

in the different inverted lists which match the target parameters of the query. From these

candidate tuples, we retain only those which qualify more than the threshold. A variety

of other pruning techniques can be used in order to improve the efficiency of the different

queries. The different techniques discussed in [61] include row pruning, column pruning, and

approaches which examine the lists in a highest-probability first fashion. The effectiveness

of these different techniques for different kinds of queries is discussed in [61].

In the next section, we will discuss the probabilistic distribution R-Tree which is an alter-

native for indexing uncertain discrete attributes. The broad approach is to index the vector

of probability values of the possible attribute values. Thus, if we have N possible probability

values then, we create data points in RN . One distinction from traditional R-Trees is that

the underlying queries have very different semantics. The uncertain queries are hyperplane

queries on the N-dimensional cube. The MBRs of this R-Tree are thus defined in terms of

the corresponding probability values. This, ensures that the essential pruning properties of

R-Trees are maintained. For example, for the case of probabilistic threshold query we can

compute the maximum probability of equality for any node in the subtree by taking the

maximum dot product of the target object probabilities with the corresponding probability

vector from the MBR. When this value is less than the user-specified threshold, the cor-

responding subtree can be pruned. The two different index structures for categorical data

have been tested in [61]. The results suggest that neither of the two techniques emerges as

a clear winner, and either of the techniques may perform better depending upon the nature

of the query and the underlying data.
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An interesting technique discussed in [62] examines the problem for the case of arbitrary

probability density functions. In this case, a general assumption is made about the probabil-

ity distribution functions, in the sense that they are not all assumed to be even of the same

type. For example, the uncertainty function for one object could be uniform, whereas the

uncertainty function for another object could be gaussian. This makes the problem much

more difficult from the point of view of indexing, search, and pruning. In [62], an index

structure called the U-Tree has been proposed, which can handle such kinds of queries.

3.3 Join Processing on Uncertain Data

The problem of join queries over uncertain data has been studied in [17]. In this case, it

is assumed that each item is associated with a range of possible values and a probability

density function, which quantifies the behavior of the data over that range. The range of

values associated with the uncertain variable a are denoted by a.U = [a.l, a.r]. Thus, a.l is

the lower bound of the range and a.r is the upper bound of the range. By incorporating

the notion of uncertainty into data values, imprecise answers are generated. Each join-pair

is associated with a probability to indicate the likelihood that the two tuples are matched.

We use the term Probabilistic Join Queries to describe these types of joins over uncertain

data. Since each tuple-pair is probabilistic in nature, the join may contain a number of false

positives which are typically those pairs which are associated with probability values. Each

tuple-pair is associated with a probability that indicates the likelihood of the join. In order to

compute these probability values, the notions of equality and inequality need to be extended

to support uncertain data. We note that those join-pairs which have low probability can be

discarded. This variant of probabilistic join queries are referred to as Probabilistic Threshold

Join Queries. We note that the use of thresholds reduces the number of false positives, but

it may also result in the introduction of false negatives. Thus, there is a tradeoff between

the number of false positives and false negatives depending upon the threshold which is

chosen. The reformulation of the join queries with thresholds is also helpful in improving

the performance requirements of the method.

A number of pruning techniques are developed in order to improve the effectiveness of join
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processing. These pruning techniques are as follows: (1) Item-level Pruning: In this

case, two uncertain values are pruned without evaluating the probability. (2) Page-level

Pruning: In this case two pages are pruned without probing into the data stored in each

page. (3) Index-level Pruning: In this case, the data which is stored in a subtree is

pruned.

We note that a key operator in the case of joins is that of equality, since a join is performed

only when the corresponding attribute values are equal. For the case of continuous data with

infinitesimal resolution, this is never the case since any of the pair of attributes can take on

an infinite possible number of values. Therefore, we define a parameter called resolution,

and define a pair of attributes to be equal to one another, if one attribute value is within c

of another. Correspondingly, the probability can be calculated as follows:

P (a =c b) =
∫ +∞

−∞

a · f(x) · (b · F (x+ c) − b · F (x− c))dx (1)

For the case of the > and < operators, we do not need to use the resolution, can we can

compute the corresponding probability of inequality P (a > b) and P (a < b) in a straight-

forward way. In order to evaluate the join, common block-nested-loop and indexed-loop can

be used. The advantage of these algorithms is that they have been implemented in most

database systems, and therefore only a small amount of modification is required in order

to support the joins. The main difference is to use the uncertainty information in order to

compute the probability of equality. For the use of probability density functions such as the

uniform or the gaussian function closed form formulas may be obtained in order to determine

the probability of equality. Subsequently, those pairs with probability less than the required

threshold can be pruned.

We note that the computations of the probability of a join can sometimes be expensive when

the probabilistic computations cannot be expressed in closed form. Therefore, it is often

useful to be able to develop quick pruning conditions in order to exclude certain tuple pairs

from the join. Suppose a and b are uncertain valued variables and a.U ∩ b.U 6= φ. Let la,b,c,

be max{a.l − c, b.l − c}, and let ua,b,c be min{a.r + c, b.r + c}. For equality and inequality,

the following pruning conditions hold true:
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• P (a =c b) is at most min{a · F (ua,b,c) − a · F (la,b,c), b · F (ua,b,c) − b · F (la,b,c))}

• Correspondingly, it is easy to see that P (a 6=c b) is at least equal to the complement

of the above expression.

We note that the above expressions can be computed easily as long as the cumulative density

function of the expression is available either in closed or numerical form. We note that a

tuple pair can be eliminated when the probability of equality is less than the user-defined

threshold.

We further note that in some cases, it may not be necessary to report the explicit prob-

abilities of the tuple joins, as long as we report all tuples whose join probability is above

the user-defined threshold. For such cases, it is only necessary to determine whether the re-

quired probability lies above a given threshold. For such cases, we can use another pruning

condition.

For a pair of uncertain-valued variables a and b, we can compute a bound on the correspond-

ing probability that one is greater than the other. Specifically, the bounds are as follows:

if a.l ≤ b.r < a.r, P (a > b) ≥ 1 − a · F (b.r)

if a.l ≤ b.l ≤ a.r, P (a > b) ≤ 1 − a · F (b.l)

The detailed proof of these results is described in [18]. The above two inequalities can be

used for those join tuples which satisfy the pre-conditions described above. Depending upon

the direction of the inequality, we can immediately include or exclude the corresponding join

tuples from the inequality.

We note that in many of these join processing algorithms, the unit of retrieval is a page

from an index structure. In such cases, we can prune the entire node of the index tree by

constructing bounds on the join behavior of the nodes in the tree. By using this approach

either page-level pruning can be achieved, or index-level pruning can be achieved by using

an inner level node in the index tree. A concept called the x-bound is proposed in [17], and

is used to augment the nodes of the underlying index structure. For more details, we refer

the reader to [17].

A second kind of join which is studied in the literature [40] is the similarity join. This
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similarity is measured by the distance between the two feature vectors. The most popular

distance range join which is often studied is the distance-range join. In the distance range

join, we perform the join between two records, is the distance between the two does not exceed

a user-defined parameter ǫ. One possibility is to compute the expected distance between two

relations, and perform the join, if this expected distance is less than the parameter ǫ. This is

because the expected distances are often skewed by the behavior of the tail end behavior of

the probability functions, and different joins which have similar probability of lying within

the range of ǫ may be treated inconsistently. Therefore, it has been proposed in [40] to

assign to each object pair, a probability values which reflects the likelihood that the object

pair belongs to the join result set. Only those join pairs which have non-zero probability of

belonging to the join result set are returned.

3.4 Probabilistic Skylines on Uncertain Data

A problem which is quite relevant to the case of uncertain data is that of probabilistic skyline

computation. The work in [50] provides a first approach to this problem. The problem of

skyline computation is used in multi-criteria decision making applications. For example,

consider the case when statistics of different NBA players are computed, such as the number

of assists, rebounds, baskets etc. It is unlikely that a single player will achieve the best

performance in all respects. Therefore, the skyline concept is defined as follows:

Definition 3.6 Consider a set of objects with multiple criteria to be optimized. An object

U is said to be in the skyline, if there is no other object V which is better than U in more

than one aspect.

Clearly all players which lie on the skyline may be considered outstanding players. Most

skyline analyses only use certain data in the form of the mean performance of the different

players. In practice, the performance of a player on different criteria may vary substantially

from game to game. For example, it is known that most players are far more effective, when

playing on their home court. Therefore, it is possible to improve the quality of the analysis

by using uncertainty information.
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The key challenge in skyline computation is to capture the dominance relationship between

uncertain objects. Therefore, the concept of probabilistic skyline was proposed in [50]. In

this case, the probability of an object being in the skyline is the probability that the object

is not dominated by any other objects.

Definition 3.7 Given a probability threshold p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1), the p-skyline is the st of

uncertain objects, such that each of them takes of probability of p to be in the skyline.

Constructing a probabilistic skyline is much more complicated, because in many applications,

the probability density function of uncertain data objects is not available explicitly. Only

a set of instances are collected in order to approximate the probability density function.

For example, in the case of the NBA example, the instances correspond to the game-by-

game performance of a particular player, whereas the uncertain object corresponds to the

distribution of a particular player’s performance. One possible solution is to apply the skyline

approach on the entire collected set of instances. However, this can be inefficient in practice,

when the set of collected instances are very large compared to the underlying objects on

which the skylines are computed.

In [50], two algorithms are proposed. The first is a bottom-up algorithm which computes the

skyline probabilities of some selected instances of objects, and uses those instances to prune

other instances and uncertain objects effectively. The second is a top-down algorithm which

recursively partitions the instances of uncertain objects into subsets, and prunes subsets

and objects aggressively. Both the top-down and bottom-up algorithms use the bounding-

pruning-refining iteration. In the case of the bottom-up algorithm, the steps are as follows:

• Bounding: For an instance of an uncertain data object, we compute an upper bound

and lower bound of its skyline probability. Then, we can convert this bound to the

skyline probability of an uncertain object.

• Pruning If the lower bound of an uncertain object U is larger than the threshold p,

then it lies in the p-skyline. If the upper bound is is less than p, then U is not in the

p-skyline.
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• Refining: For all objects which cannot be conclusively determined to be either ex-

cluded or included in the skyline, we need to get tighter bounds for the next iteration

of bounding, pruning and refining.

An important observation here is that in this method, we compute and refine the bounds of

instances of uncertain objects by selectively computing the skyline probabilities on a small

subset of instances. This technique is called bottom-up, since the bound computation and

refinement start from instances in the bottom, and go up to skyline probabilities of objects.

We refer the reader to the details of how the bounding and refinement are performed in [50].

The top-down method starts with the whole set of instances of an uncertain data object. The

skyline probability is bounded by using the maximum and minimum corners of the minimum

bounding box of the object. This is used for the purpose of pruning. In order to improve the

bounds, the instances are recursively partitioned into subsets, and the skyline probability of

each subset can can be bounded using its minimum bounding box. The process of continued

until the skyline membership of each object is conclusively determined.

4 Mining Applications for Uncertain Data

Recently, a number of mining applications have been devised for the case of uncertain data.

Such applications include clustering and classification. We note that the presence of uncer-

tainty can affect the results of data mining applications significantly. For example, in the

case of a classification application, an attribute which has lower uncertainty is more useful

than an attribute which has a higher level of uncertainty. Similarly, in a clustering applica-

tion, the attributes which have a higher level of uncertainty need to be treated differently

from those which have a lower level of uncertainty.

4.1 Clustering Uncertain Data

The presence of uncertainty changes the nature of the underlying clusters, since it affects

the distance function computations between different data points. A technique has been

proposed in [38] in order to find density based clusters from uncertain data. The key idea
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in this approach is to compute uncertain distances effectively between objects which are

probabilistically specified. The fuzzy distance is defined in terms of the distance distribution

function. This distance distribution function encodes the probability that the distances

between two uncertain objects lie within a certain user-defined range. We formally define

the distance distribution function as follows:

Definition 4.1 Let X and Y be two uncertain record, and let p(X,Y ) represent the distance

density function between these objects. Then, the probability that the distance lies within the

range (a, b) is given by the following relationship:

P (a ≤ d(X,Y ) ≤ b) =
∫ b

a
p(X,Y )(z)dz (2)

Based on this technique and the distance density function, the method in [38] defines a

reachability probability between two data points. This defines the probability that one data

point is directly reachable from another with the use of a path which lies in a region on density

greater than a particular threshold. We note that this is a direct probabilistic extension

of the deterministic reachability concept which is defined in the DBSCAN algorithm [25].

Therefore, the fuzzy version of the DBSCAN algorithm (referred to as FDBSCAN) works in

a similar way as the DBSCAN algorithm, except that we add the additional constraint that

the computed reachability probability must be greater than 0.5.

Another related technique discussed in [39] is that of hierarchical density based clustering.

An effective (deterministic) density based hierarchical clustering algorithm is OPTICS [7].

We note that the core idea in OPTICS is defined based on the concept of reachability dis-

tance between data points. Correspondingly, the work in [38] defines the concept of fuzzy

reachability distance with the help of the distance distribution function discussed above.

This is then used in order to construct the FOPTICS algorithm which works in an exactly

analogous way to the OPTICS algorithm, except that we use the fuzzy reachability distance.

Finally, a technique in [48] uses an extension of the K-means algorithm in order to cluster the

data. This technique is referred to as the UK-means algorithm. In UK-means, an object is

assigned to the cluster whose representative has the smallest expected distance to the object.

We note that expected distance computation is an expensive task. Therefore, the technique
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in [48] uses a number of pruning operations in order to reduce the computational load. The

idea here is to use branch-and-bound techniques in order to minimize the number of expected

distance computations between data points and cluster representatives. The broad idea is

that once we have quantified an upper bound on the minimum distance of a particular data

point to some cluster representative, we do not need to perform the computation between

this point and another cluster representative, if it can be proved that the corresponding

distance is greater than this bound. This approach is used to design an efficient algorithm

for clustering uncertain location data.

The techniques in [38, 48] were developed for the case of static data. Recently, the technique

has also been extended to the case of data streams. In [4], it has been shown how to

extend the method to the case of data streams. In order to do so, we use the micro-

clustering concept which was developed in [5]. In order to incorporate the uncertainty into

the clustering process, we need a method to incorporate and leverage the error information

into the micro-clustering statistics and algorithms. As discussed earlier, it is assumed that

the data stream consists of a set of multi-dimensional records X1 . . . Xk . . . arriving at time

stamps T1 . . . Tk . . .. EachXi is a multi-dimensional record containing d dimensions which are

denoted by Xi = (x1
i . . . x

d
i ). In order to apply the micro-clustering method to the uncertain

data mining problem, we need to also define the concept of error-based micro-clusters. We

define such micro-clusters as follows:

Definition 4.2 An uncertain micro-cluster for a set of d-dimensional points Xi1 . . . Xin with

time stamps Ti1 . . . Tin and error vectors ψ(Xi1) . . . ψ(Xin) is defined as the (3 · d + 2) tuple

(CF2x(C), EF2x(C), CF1x(C), t(C), n(C)), wherein CF2x(C), EF2x(C), and CF1x(C) each

correspond to a vector of d entries. The entries in EF2x(C) correspond to the error-based

entries. The definition of each of these entries is as follows:

• For each dimension, the sum of the squares of the data values is maintained in CF2x(C).

Thus, CF2x(C) contains d values. The p-th entry of CF2x(C) is equal to
∑n

j=1(x
p
ij)

2. This

corresponds to the second moment of the data values along the p-th dimension.

• For each dimension, the sum of the squares of the errors in the data values is maintained

in EF2x(C). Thus, EF2x(C) contains d values. The p-th entry of EF2x(C) is equal to
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∑n
j=1 ψp(Xij)

2. This corresponds to the sum of squares of the errors in the records along the

p-th dimension.

• For each dimension, the sum of the data values is maintained in CF1x(C). Thus, CF1x(C)

contains d values. The p-th entry of CF1x(C) is equal to
∑n

j=1 x
p
ij . This corresponds to the

first moment of the values along the p-th dimension.

• The number of points in the data is maintained in n(C).

• The time stamp of the last update to the micro-cluster is maintained in t(C).

We note that the uncertain definition of micro-clusters differs from the deterministic defini-

tion, since we have added an additional d values corresponding to the error information in

the records. We will refer to the uncertain micro-cluster for a set of points C by ECF (C).

We note that error based micro-clusters maintain the important additive property [5] which

is critical to its use in the clustering process. We restate the additive property as follows:

Property 4.1 Let C1 and C2 be two sets of points. Then all non-temporal components of

the error-based cluster feature vector ECF (C1 ∪ C2) are given by the sum of ECF (C1) and

ECF (C2).

The additive property follows from the fact that the statistics in the individual micro-clusters

are expressed as a separable additive sum of the statistics over individual data points. We

note that the single temporal component t(C1 ∪ C2) is given by max{t(C1), t(C2)}. We note

that the additive property is an important one, since it ensures that it is easy to keep track of

the cluster statistics as new data points arrive. Next we will discuss the process of uncertain

micro-clustering.

The UMicro algorithm works using an iterative approach which maintains a number of

micro-cluster centroids around which the clusters are built. It is assumed that one of the

inputs to the algorithm is nmicro, which is the number of micro-clusters to be constructed.

The algorithm starts off with a number of null clusters and initially creates new singleton

clusters, to which new points are added subsequently. For any incoming data point, the

closest cluster centroid is determined. The closest cluster centroid is determined by using
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the expected distance of the uncertain data point to the uncertain micro-clusters. The process

of expected distance computation for the closest centroid is tricky, and will be subsequently

discussed. Furthermore, for the incoming data point, it is determined whether it lies within

a critical uncertainty boundary of the micro-cluster. If it lies within this critical uncertainty

boundary, then the data point is added to the micro-cluster, otherwise a new micro-cluster

needs to be created containing the singleton data point. In order to create a new micro-

cluster, it must either be added to the current set of micro-clusters, or it needs to replace

one of the older micro-clusters. In the initial stages of the algorithm, the current number

of micro-clusters is less than nmicro. If this is the case, then the new data point is added

to the current set of micro-clusters as a separate micro-cluster with a singleton point in

it. Otherwise, the new data point needs to replace one of the older micro-clusters. For

this purpose, we always replace the least recently updated micro-cluster from the data set.

This information is available from the temporal time stamp in the different micro-clusters.

A key step in this is the computation of the expected similarity between data points and

micro-cluster centroids. It has been shown in [4] that this expected computation can be

performed by using the information encoded in the summary statistics. More details of this

computation process may be found in [4].

4.2 Classification of Uncertain Data

A closely related problem is that of classification of uncertain data in which we attempt to

classify a test instance into one particular label from a set of class labels. In [11], a method

was proposed for support vector machine classification of uncertain data. This technique is

based on a discriminative modeling approach which relies on a total least squares method.

This is because the total least squares method assumes a model in which we have additive

noise. However, instead of using Gaussian noise, the technique in [11] uses a simple bounded

uncertainty model. Such a model has a natural and intuitive geometric interpretation. Note

that the support vector machine technique functions by constructing boundaries between

groups of data records. Then, the margin created by the support vector machine can be

modified by using the uncertainty of the points which lie on the boundary. For example, if

points on one side of the boundary have greater uncertainty, this influences the way in which
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the margins are adjusted by the classifier.

4.3 General Approaches to Mining Uncertain Data

The techniques discussed in [11, 38, 39, 48] are useful for working with a specific application

such as clustering or classification. A different approach is to design an intermediate repre-

sentation which can be used with a variety of data mining applications. A method of this

nature has been proposed in [3]. In this case, a relaxed assumption is used that we know only

the errors (in terms of standard deviation) of the records rather than the entire probability

density function. This is a more realistic assumption many scenarios, since it may often be

possible to measure the standard deviation of an uncertain record, whereas the probability

density function may be obtained only by more extensive theoretical modeling. In any case,

if the pdf is available, we can still apply the method by using the derived standard deviation

of the density function. It is assumed that the mean value of the ith record is denoted by

Xi and the standard deviation by ψi(·).

In [3], the broad idea is to design an intermediate representation of the data which can

then be leveraged in order to effectively perform the mining process. This intermediate

representation is in the form of a adjusted density estimate. We refer to the density estimate

as “adjusted”, since we are taking the uncertainty into account while creating the estimate.

The approach of kernel density estimation is used in order to construct the adjusted density

estimates of the data. The idea in kernel density estimation [60] is to provide a continuous

estimate of the density of the data at a given point. The value of the density at a given

point is estimated as the sum of the smoothed values of kernel functions K ′
h(·) associated

with each point in the data set. Each kernel function is associated with a kernel width h

which determines the level of smoothing created by the function. The kernel estimation f(x)

based on N data points and kernel function K ′
h(·) is defined as follows:

f(x) = (1/N) ·
N∑

i=1

K ′

h(x−Xi) (3)

Thus, each discrete point Xi in the data set is replaced by a continuous function K ′
h(·) which

peaks at Xi and has a variance which is determined by the smoothing parameter h. An
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example of such a distribution would be a gaussian kernel with width h.

K ′

h(x−Xi) = (1/
√

2π · h) · e−(x−Xi)
2/(2h2) (4)

The overall effect of kernel density estimation is to convert the (discrete) data set into a

continuous density estimate by replacing each data point with a smoothed “bump”, whose

width is determined by h. The density distribution at a given coordinate is equal to the

sum of the contributions of all the “bumps” represented by the data points. The result

is a continuous distribution in which the random artifacts are suppressed and the density

behavior provides a global overview of the dense as well as sparsely populated regions of the

data. The estimation error depends upon the kernel width h which is chosen in a data driven

manner. A widely used rule for approximating the bandwidth is the Silverman approximation

rule [60] for which h may be chosen to be 1.06 · σ · N−1/5, where σ2 is the variance of the

N data points. It has been shown [60] that for most smooth functions K ′
h(·), when the

number of data points goes to infinity, the estimator f(x) asymptotically converges to the

true density function f(x), provided that the width h is chosen using the above relationship.

For the d-dimensional case, the kernel function is chosen to be the product of d identical

kernels Ki(·), each with its own smoothing parameter hi.

The presence of errors can change the density estimates because of the different levels of

error in different entries or fields. For example a data point or field with very large error

should affect the density estimation of its locality to a smaller extent than one which contains

small errors. When estimations of such errors are available, it is desirable to incorporate

them into the estimation process. A direct way of doing so is to adapt the kernel function

so that the measurement errors are taken into account during the calculation of the density

distribution. Correspondingly, we define the following error-based kernel Q′
h(x −Xi, ψ(Xi)

function, which depends both upon the error as well as the values of the underlying data

points.

Q′

h(x−Xi, ψ(Xi) = (1/
√

2π · (h+ ψ(Xi))) · e
−(x−Xi)

2

(2·(h2+ψ(Xi)
2)) (5)

The overall effect of changing the kernel function is that the width of the bandwidth along the

corresponding dimension is increased by ψ(Xi). The intuition behind this choice of modifying

the kernel is to adjust the contributions of the kernel function for a point depending upon
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its (error-based) probability density. Note that in the limiting case, when there are a large

number of data points N , the value of the bandwidth h goes to zero, and this kernel function

has a gaussian distribution with standard error exactly equal to the standard error of the

data point. Conversely, the error-based kernel function converges to the standard kernel

function when the value of the error ψ(Xi) is 0. Therefore, in these boundary cases, the

direct error-based generalization of the kernel function has a probability distribution with

the same standard error as the data point. It is also clear that in the limiting case of a

large number of data points, (when the bandwidth h tends to zero by the Silverman rule)

the kernel function reflects the errors in each data point accurately. As in the previous case,

the error-based density at a given data point is defined as the sum of the error-based kernels

over different data points. Therefore, we define the error based density fQ at point x as

follows:

fQ(x, ψ(Xi)) = (1/N) ·
N∑

i=1

Q′

h(x−Xi, ψ(Xi)) (6)

As in the previous case, we can easily generalize the definition to the multi-dimensional case.

Specifically, the error for the jth dimension is denoted by ψj(Xi). The overall kernel function

is defined as the product of the kernel function for the different dimensions. In [3], it has

been shown how to generalize this approach to the case of data streams. The key idea is to

use micro-clusters instead of individual data points in order to perform the kernel function

computation. The kernel function is then expressed in terms of micro-cluster statistics rather

than individual data points. We further note that an improved micro-clustering algorithm

was proposed in [4]. It is possible to substitute this improved algorithm over the approach

presented in [3].

5 Summary

The problem of uncertain data management is a new area of research which is rapidly

expanding in a variety of directions. A variety of methods have been proposed for indexing

and query processing of uncertain data. The problem is also applicable to the case of OLAP

based aggregation queries, in which we wish to find aggregate responses to a variety of

projection queries. We discussed a number of query processing and indexing techniques in
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the data management domain. In recent years, a number of data mining techniques have also

been developed for the case of uncertain data. A number of techniques have been developed

for the problems of clustering and classification. In [3], a broad template has been designed

for constructing intermediate density based representations, which can then be leveraged for

mining uncertain data.
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